A CHORUS LINE- KLAGENFURT
Fabulous Choreography in Klagenfurt

Yesterday was the opening night of ‘A Chorus Line’ in the theatre in
Klagenfurt. It is not a piece that will just wash over you by any means. If
you open your eyes you will be enthralled by the fabulous choreography and
the strong characters on the stage.
Sarah Bowden, playing the choreographer Zach’s ex-lover will not only grab
you with her solo number, but also with her natural acting ability.

WEST SIDE STORY - WUPPERTAL
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She is the real star of the show, her versatile acting ability and vocal
prowess are convincing and to top it all she does it all sure-footedly wearing
the most delicate of high heels. In ‘America’ and ‘Tonight’ she proves her
worth as a team player, but also punctuates the music with her strong soul
voice, and her duet with Maria ‘A Boy Like That’ will touch even the hardest
of hearts.
WEST SIDE STORY – FEUILLETON
The absolute showstopper in this production is Sarah Bowden in the role
of Anita. She switches effortlessly back and forth with comedic moments,
fiery passion and touching fragility. Her high-kicks stand out in the
ensemble scenes and her voice overshadows almost the entire cast.

WEST SIDE STORY - MUSENBLÄTTER
The fabulously talented dancer and actress Sarah Bowden as Anita,
overshadowed the tragic couple a little in this production, and the extra
applause as she bowed could be heard clearly during the 10 minute ovation
for the ensemble and the directing team.
WEST SIDE STORY - RP-ONLINE
Sarah Bowden has recreated the role convincingly. She buzzes with
eroticism, her put-downs are quick and deadly and she is heartfelt when
she accepts the love between Tony and Maria is real, even though Tony
murdered her boyfriend. The duet sung by the the two women ‘A Boy Like
That’ will touch you, deeply. The audience was euphoric on opening night.

WSS Der Westen Online
Sarah Bowden as Anita is the life and soul of the party. A rock goddess who
can perform acrobatic feats on the highest of heels, and whose wild heart is
hidden behind the façade of a street girl.
WSS Musik-Online
Sarah Bowden as Anita. Characteristically Bernardo’s girlfriend is clear with
bags of sex appeal and a quick and witty mouth, and a certain
presumptuous superiority that she uses opposite the other girls in the
fabulously staged ‘America’. She is dreamy in ‘Tonight’ during the Jets’ and
Sharks’ preparations for the fight and as she imagines her meeting with
Bernardo when it is all over. She stands alone in the background and yet she
knows how to use her voice to make her presence felt. Her duet with Maria,
‘A Boy Like That’ works excellently, when she first judges Maria for her
feelings for Tony and then capitulates, and agrees to warn Tony about
Chino. Then, the Jets savagery in a brutally staged scene causes her to
change her mind and she instead gives Tony the fatal news that Maria is
dead and Bowden shows her versatility, the Jets having finally managed to
break her pride.

St. Gallen - Flashdance

Gloria (Sarah Bowden), Kiki (Conchita
Kluckner-Zandbergen) and Tess
(Rachel Marshall), Alex’s 3 girlfriends
are all convincing with their
performances. The direction by
Matthias Davids is vibrant and
breathes through the hits of the
classic film and the wonderful dance
scenes.

CABARET - Merzig
“Sally Bowles is my dream role”, explains the delicate 30 year old. But she
has to admit that she is not a fan of the prairie oyster, the legendary
hangover remedy consisting of a raw egg and Worcestershire Sauce. “On
stage I have to drink it, and I do. The things you do for art!” She laughed.

“I’ll be drinking it until August 26th, that’s how long I’ll be playing Sally”.
The character, she feels, is “just like me. She loves the theatre, dancing
and singing.”

BIO - SARAH BOWDEN
Sarah Bowden is a part and parcel of the Berlin theatre scene. She played
major solo roles in the Wintergarten Variety Theatre, including Emily in the
‘Seifenoper’ (The Soap Opera), Sally in ‘Sally und Fred’ and Somalso in ‘Der
Helle Wahnsinn’ (Absolute Madness). She shared the stage with icons of the
theatre scene such as Helmut Baumann whom she met as a young performer
at the Komische Oper in Berlin. She appeared in several productions here in
the repertoire, where she covered the role of Anita in ‘West Side Story’ and
Daisy Darlington in ‘Ball im Savoy’. She also proved herself as a dancer in
the production of ‘Orpheus’. Alongside her role in ‘Kiss me Kate’ she covers
Bianca and she is Dance Captain responsible for ‘Clivia’. She has worked at
the opera house for 6 years, over which time she was particularly grateful
for the cooperation with the theatre director Barrie Kosky.
In other venues Sarah has performed many roles in major productions. She
was celebrated by the critics for the performance in her favourite role as
Cassie in ‘A Chorus Line’ in Klagenfurt, and as Anita in ‘West Side Story’ in
Wuppertal. She played ‘Cabaret’ as Sally Bowles not only in Plauen-Zwickau
but also in the Zeltpalast in Merzig. She also shone in en suite productions
for Stage Entertainment such as ‘Tanz der Vampire’, as cover Ozzy in ‘We
Will Rock You’ and as Cindy in ‘Catch Me if You Can’ in the Vienna
Kammerspiele. Before Sarah’s first productions in Germany, ‘Der Schuh des
Manitu’ in Berlin and ‘Soap’ in the Chameleon Theatre, Berlin, she toured
Europe with the show ‘Miami Nights’ where she played cover Sarah and
Jessica and also had the responsibility of being assistant Dance Captain.
Beyond the borders of Germany and Austria Sarah has also made a name for
herself on the international stage. She was a member of the cast on a world
tour of ‘Dirty Dancing’ where she also covered the roles of Baby and Lisa
Houseman. On this tour she was also trusted with the responsibility of
Associate Choreographer and Dance Captain.
In Asia Sarah also spent time in Tokyo, playing Rumpleteaser in ‘Cats’ in the
Disney Resort. Directly after completing her studies in Australia, Sarah
played Sillabub in ‘Cats’ and performed in ‘The Wizard of Oz’.

